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Welcome to the 121th University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee Commencement.

This is the day to recognize our graduating students’ academic efforts and remarkable personal commitment. As you look around, you can appreciate our need for a venue the size of the UWM Panther Arena to host our graduates, families and friends.

In celebrating our graduates, we also look to these outstanding individuals with a great sense of anticipation. At some campuses, the work and impact of a university is viewed as complete when students graduate. This is not the case at UWM. Our students, alumni, faculty and staff are engaged in lifelong research, critical thinking and collaboration with businesses, industries, non-profit organizations, and other educational institutions in the region and across the globe. These partnerships drive innovation and create jobs for our students after they graduate. They have set the bar higher for new levels of cooperation, innovation and entrepreneurship. An academic degree brings newfound opportunities and exceptional value to both the recipient and the wider community.

On behalf of the UWM faculty and staff, I congratulate all of today’s graduating students. When combined with those who graduated in May, the Class of 2019 is an impressive 5,000+ students.

To all our guests here to witness today’s event, I thank you for supporting your adult child, relative, spouse, partner, or friend. And to all our graduates, I offer my best wishes in all your endeavors. Please keep us posted on your many successes.

Best regards,

Mark A. Mone
Chancellor
**THE STORY OF THE UWM SEAL**

Official ceremonial activities and actions of the University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee nearly always make use of the UWM seal. It can be found on all significant university documents. The key elements of the UWM corporate seal are the university’s logo in the center and the years above the word “Milwaukee.”

The logo was redesigned in 1999 to more distinctly represent the university. Distinguishing elements of the redesigned logo include the different typefaces used for the letters “UW” and “M,” which reflect the diversity inherent at UW-Milwaukee, and the overlapping of the “W” and the “M” to show the connection between the University of Wisconsin System and Milwaukee’s university. The two wavy banners below the letters “UWM” show movement and suggest a continuum of education throughout one’s life. The banners also represent waves and emphasize how Milwaukee and the campus are located near water. The nimbus, appearing behind the logo, symbolizes educational enlightenment.

The three years noted in the corporate seal are 1849, 1885 and 1956.

1849 represents the era that higher education began in this state. Wisconsin became the 30th state in the union on May 29, 1848. Less than two months later, on July 26, the University of Wisconsin was established under provisions in the new state constitution. One of the initial steps to prepare students for university was enrolling young people in preparatory classes. On February 5, 1849, 17 boys arrived for preparatory classes in space borrowed from the Madison Female Academy. This date is referred to in Wisconsin education as Founders Day. Then, in autumn 1850, the first University of Wisconsin freshman class assembled in Madison for first-year instruction as part of a four-year college curriculum.

1885 denotes the beginnings of public higher education in Milwaukee at the Milwaukee State Normal School. The Wisconsin Legislature in 1880 approved expanding higher education by establishing nine normal schools around the state. The first students in Milwaukee were admitted in 1885. In the beginning, curriculum was limited to a two-year teacher-training program. As its educational mission evolved, the school’s name changed. It became the Milwaukee State Teachers College in 1927 and the Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, in 1951.

1956 signals the beginning of the modern era of public higher education in Milwaukee. During the late 1940s and early 1950s, many proposals to expand higher education offerings in Milwaukee were considered. The successful proposal approved in 1955 combined the previously mentioned Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee, and the Milwaukee office of the University Extension Center, an auxiliary of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. The new university was considered a part of the University of Wisconsin and classes at the new University of Wisconsin–Milwaukee began in the fall of 1956.
A Quick History of UWM

The name has changed—several times—but the roots of the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee go back to 1885 when Wisconsin established the Milwaukee Normal School, a two-year teacher’s college.

Some important dates:

1885 Milwaukee Normal School opens to train teachers in downtown Milwaukee at 18th & Wells
1892 University of Wisconsin offers day and evening classes in Milwaukee
1909 With the completion of a new Milwaukee Normal School building (today’s Mitchell Hall) the campus moves to its present location
1920 The University of Wisconsin Extension Division, formed in 1907, takes over responsibility for UW instruction in Milwaukee
1927 Normal school becomes Milwaukee State Teachers College with 4-year degree
1928 UW Extension opens Milwaukee Center downtown
1951 Milwaukee State Teachers College becomes Wisconsin State College with liberal arts degrees
1956 WSC & UW Milwaukee Extension merge to form UWM
1961 The 8.6-acre Milwaukee-Downer Seminary site, including 3 buildings, is purchased
1963 UWM offers first PhD degree, in mathematics
1964 UWM buys Milwaukee-Downer College buildings, expands campus
1965 UWM purchases the 6.3-acre Milwaukee University School campus
1970 Three residence towers, collectively called Sandburg Halls, open for student housing
1988 UW System designates eight Centers of Excellence at UWM
1995 Division of Outreach and Continuing Education Extension (now the School of Continuing Education) moves to new offices in the downtown Plankinton Building
2000 UWM awards diploma to 125,000th graduate; UWM named among top 102 public doctoral research universities in nation
2001 Governor announces honors academy at UWM
2002 Helene Zelazo Center for the Performing Arts opens. Fourth tower added to Sandburg Residence Halls.
2005 Men’s basketball team advances to Sweet 16 in NCAA Tournament.
2006 $100-million Campaign for UWM announced. Pavilion athletics complex and Kenilworth Square mixed-use student housing facility open. Men’s and women’s basketball teams both advance to NCAA Tournament.
2008 Campaign for UWM is completed more than a year early with $125 million pledged to the university.
2010 The School of Freshwater Sciences and Zilber School of Public Health become the first academic schools established at UWM since the 1960s. UWM acquires the former Columbia Hospital campus: 11 acres; seven buildings with more than 800,000 gross square feet of space; and about 900 parking spaces.
2016 UWM is named a top-tier Research 1 (R1) doctoral university by the Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education. This honor includes UWM as one of 115 top-tier research universities among the nation’s 4600+ institutions, and only one of two in Wisconsin.

By the turn of the century, the school had expanded to offer programs in the liberal arts and science as well as education. By the ’30’s, the school, now called Milwaukee State Teachers College, was a national leader in innovative teacher education, with 1,500 students. A student from the 1916-17 academic year, Golda Meir, became prime minister of Israel from 1969-1974.

After World War II, the College was authorized to award four-year bachelor degrees and in 1951 became Wisconsin State College, Milwaukee. Five years later it combined with the Milwaukee Extension Center, which had been the local outreach program of the University of Wisconsin in Milwaukee. Together, the two institutions became the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with its focus on academic research, teaching and community service.

Since its founding, UWM has expanded its programs so that today its 15 schools and colleges offer 94 undergraduate programs, 53 masters and 32 doctoral degrees.
CHANCELLOR’S MEDALLION

The medallion for Chancellor Mark Mone was designed and fabricated by Frankie Flood, Associate Professor of Art and Design, after talking with Chancellor Mone about his vision for UWM’s future. With water from Lake Michigan in its center chamber – and spheres representing how student knowledge grows at UW-Milwaukee – the Chancellor’s Medallion is full of symbolism specific to UWM.

THE MEANING OF ACADEMIC REGALIA

Academic gowns were worn as early as the 12th century. Their primary purpose then was to protect the wearer against the elements. When accepted styles of dress began to change in the 16th century, those in the legal and medical professions as well as scholars in the universities retained the traditional dress of gowns and hoods. The origin of the cap is unclear.

Styles and colors had no particular meaning until 1895 when an “Intercollegiate Code” established design and color criteria. The bachelor’s gown has long, pointed sleeves and is designed to be worn closed. The master’s gown has an oblong sleeve open at the wrist; the rear part of its oblong shape is square cut, the front part has an arc cut away. The gown may be worn open or closed. The doctor’s gown has velvet down the front with three bars of the same velvet across the sleeves. It may be worn open or closed.

The academic hood is the visual representation of the academic degree. The level of the degree is indicated by the length of the hood and the width of its velvet edging, with the doctoral hood being the largest. The color of the lining of the hood denotes the school conferring the degree, the color of the velvet binding denotes the field of study. The color denoting the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is gold, dark blue is the color denoting philosophy; therefore, all recipients of the Doctor of Philosophy degree (Ph.D.) at UWM wear hoods lined with gold and trimmed in dark blue velvet.

Other trim colors that you may observe among the masters candidates and the faculty are:

- BLUE VIOLET—Architecture
- WHITE—Art
- BROWN—Art/Dance/Drama
- BEIGE—Business Administration
- LIGHT BLUE—Education
- ORANGE—Engineering/Computer Science
- PEACOCK—Human Resources and Labor Relations
- LEMON—Library & Information Science
- PINK—Music
- APRICOT—Nursing
- SALMON—Public Health
- GOLD—Science
- CITRON—Social Work/Criminal Justice

Honors: The gold cord, worn by some of the bachelor’s degree candidates, identifies those students who have been awarded Commencement Honors for high academic achievement throughout their career at UWM. An asterisk (*) is directly after the names of bachelor’s degree candidates awarded Commencement Honors in this program.

The pewter-colored stole recognizes undergraduate students receiving the Honor’s Degree. This special diploma is awarded in recognition of outstanding academic achievement to students who have completed the requirements of the University Honors College and achieved an overall grade point average of 3.5 or above.

The red, white, and blue cord is being worn by our veterans and military service members.
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Dr. Lei Zhang Schlitz
Executive Vice President
Food Equipment of Illinois Tool Works Inc., Glenview, IL

Dr. Schlitz joined ITW in 2008 as vice president, research & development at the ITW Technology Center. She served as a group president within the Food Equipment segment, managing the Global Ware-wash and refrigeration platforms. She was appointed executive vice president in September 2015. Prior to joining ITW, Dr. Schlitz spent seven years at Siemens Energy and Automation. Prior to joining Siemens, she spent four years at GE Global Research and GE Industrial Systems. She started her career at the Innovation Center for Eaton Corporation.

Dr. Schlitz currently serves on the Board of Directors for Archer Daniels Midland Company (ADM).

Dr. Schlitz graduated from Tsinghua University in Beijing, China with a bachelor’s degree in engineering mechanics and received a Ph.D. in mechanical engineering from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee.
DOCTORAL DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
*Indicates August 2019 Graduate

ANTHROPOLOGY

Christopher J. Cooley
“Bodies of Warcraft: Embodiment and Sociality in World of Warcraft”
Major Professor: Thomas Malaby

*Monique D. Hassman
Major Professor: William Wood

*Helen Marie Werner
“That Other Form of Madness: A Multidisciplinary Study of Infectious Disease Within the Milwaukee County Poor Farm Cemetery”
Major Professor: Patricia Richards

ARCHITECTURE

Michael David Mandelman
“Senior Cohousing: Socialization, Interaction with the Natural Environment, Complexity and Wellbeing”
Major Professor: Brian Schermer

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES

*Rini Banerjee
“Analysis of Genes Involved in Metal Resistance and Cytochrome C Maturation in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1”
Major Professor: Daad Saffarini

Kristen Bertling
“Mechanisms and Regulation of Aerobic Respiration in Shewanella oneidensis MR-1”
Major Professor: Daad Saffarini

Tyler Michael Buddell
“An Autism-causing Variant Misregulates Selective Autophagy to Alter Axon Targeting and Behavior”
Major Professor: Christopher Quinn

*Juleen Dickson
“LORELEI Localization and Ovule Ultrastructure in Arabidopsis thaliana”
Major Professor: Heather Owen

*Liwei Fang
“Mechanism of Anti-Virulence Compound 187R Inhibiting Pseudomonas aeruginosa Type III Secretion System”
Major Professor: Ching-Hong Yang

*Rachael Marie Giglio
“Unraveling Plague Ecology Through Vector and Host Genetics”
Major Professor: Emily Latch

*Joseph John Johnston
“Flavobacterium Gliding Motility: From Protein Secretion to Cell Surface Adhesin Movements”
Major Professor: Mark McBride

*Leena Sathe
“Mechanistic Insights into Translational Silencing of Yeast HAC1 mRNA in Yeast S. cerevisiae”
Major Professor: Madhusudan Dey

*Ashley R. Smith
“Dissection of Floral Organ Development and Sterility in Sorghum bicolor”
Major Professor: Dazhong Zhao

Jason Lee Vizelka
“Contributions of Individual Bumble Bee Species to Reproductive Success and Mating Patterns in Monkeyflower”
Major Professor: Jeffrey Karron
CHEMISTRY

Md Mahbub Ali
“Mechanistic Study of Reduction of Nitrite to Ammonium Catalyzed by Cytochrome c Nitrite Reductase (ccNiR)”
Major Professor: Arsenio Pacheco

*Tyler G. Fenske
“A Study in Molecular Recognition: Synthesis of a β-Sheet Mimic & Quatitation of Metal Ions in Aqueous Solutions Through Solid Supported Semi-Selective Chemosensors”
Major Professor: Alan Schwabacher

Amanda Nicole Nieman
“Targeting the Gamma-Aminobutyric Acid A Receptor (GABAAR) to Alleviate Inflammation for Asthma and Neuropathic Pain”
Major Professor: Alexander Arnold

Dustin Robert Olson
“Surface Chemistry and Monte Carlo Studies of Molecular Wires on Granular Gold Films”
Major Professor: Wilfred Tysoe

Md Mizanoor Rahaman
“Part I: A Concise Asymmetric Synthesis of Microtubule Inhibitor Tryprostatin B Part II: Synthesis and Biological Assessment of Histone Deacetylase Inhibitors Part III: Acid Catalyzed Reactions of Aromatic Ketones with Ethyl Diazooacetate”
Major Professor: M. Mahmun Hossain

Atreyei Ray
“Substrate Specificity of the NADH Diphosphatase Class of Nudix Hydrolases”
Major Professor: David Frick

Charles Donald Smith
“Improving f-element Separations using Ionic Liquids or Controlled Porosity Supports”
Major Professor: Mark Dietz

Xavier Sacro Udad
“Controlling and Manipulating Microscopic Particles in Solution by Using Various Electric Field Geometries”
Major Professor: Jorg Woehl

COMMUNICATION

*Jonathan Bryce Dellinger
“Cohesive Conflict: Task Cohesion as a Moderator of Conflict and Group Outcomes”
Major Professor: Sang-Yeon Kim

*Kristy Lynn Jagiello
“‘It Can Never Be Just One Thing’: Constructing a Grounded Theory of Coming Out”
Major Professor: Lindsay Timmerman

Brittnie Star Peck
Major Professor: Mike Allen

ECONOMICS

*Safoora Javadi
“Essays in Women’s Fertility and Public Policies”
Major Professor: Scott Drewianka

Kamilla Kasymova
“Essays in Financial Economics”
Major Professor: Antu Murshid

Majid Maki Nayeri
“Economic Policy Uncertainty and Macroeconomic Activity: An Asymmetric Approach”
Major Professor: Mohsen Bahmani-Oskooee

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

*Kai Tai Chan
“Fostering Friendships between Chinese International and American High School Students”
Major Professor: Kyongboon Kwon

*Katherine M. Cochran
“Trans in Higher Ed: Understanding the Experiences of Transgender and Nonbinary College Students”
Major Professor: Nadya Fouad

*Macrae Husting
“Deaf Cultural Socialization: Exploring the Role of Parents in Deaf Cultural Identity Development”
Major Professor: Jacqueline Nguyen
Debra Lynn Klich
“An Investigation of the Effects of a Mindfulness Program on Pre-nursing Students”
Major Professor: Stephen Wester

*Melisa Sue Madsen
“When Children Hurt You: Examining the Experiences of Clinicians who Work with Aggressive Young Children”
Major Professor: Marty Sapp

Silvia Patricia Salas
“Intersecting Realities: A Qualitative Study Exploring the Experiences of Stress and Coping Among Transgender Latinx Immigrants”
Major Professor: Shannon Chavez-Korell

ENGINEERING

*Mohammed Aljuboori
“Energy Dissipating Connector for Precast Shear Walls in High-Seismic Areas”
Major Professor: Habibollah Tabatabai

Farah Jazi Al-Mahameed
“Comprehensive Analysis of Pedestrian Safety Considering the Primary Responsible Party in a Crash”
Major Professor: Xiao Qin

*Hanaa Mohammad Tawfiq Alqam
“Response Transmissibility for Load Identification Improved by Optimal Sensor Locations”
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Ghazal Azarfar
“Light Scattering in Diffraction Limit Infrared Imaging”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl

Mohammad Hasan Balali
“A Data-Driven Predictive Model of Asset Management for Distributed Electrical Systems”
Major Professor: Hamid Seifoddini

Wenqing Chen
“Urban Arterial Bottleneck Mitigation and Safety Improvement with Dynamic Vehicular Trajectory Optimization”
Major Professor: Jie Yu

Hamid Reza Erfanian Nazif Toosi
“The Effect of Rapid Solidification on Microstructure, Electrochemical, and Mechanical Properties of Advanced Biomaterial Co-Cr-Mo-C Alloy”
Major Professor: Hugo Lopez

Mohammad Amin Faghihi Zarandi
“Evaluation of Experimental, Theoretical, and Numerical Wicking Models for Liquid Imbibition in Porous Media”
Major Professor: Krishna Pillai

Roya Ghorashi
“Math Models and Heuristic Methods for Constructing Fair Political Districts”
Major Professor: Matthew Petering

Nabeel Mohammed H. Hamoud
“The Effect of Technology Efficiency and Competition on a Water-Energy Nexus with Interdependent Industries”
Major Professor: Jaejin Jang

Sk Khairul Hasan
“Development of a 7 DOF Exoskeleton Robot for Rehabilitation of Lower Extremity”
Major Professor: Anoop Dhingra

Zhaoxiang He
“Comprehensive Analysis, Evaluation and Application of Safety Surrogate Measures”
Major Professor: Xiao Qin

Seyed Rasoul Hosseini
“Design and Optimization of a Modular Dc-Dc Power Converter for Medium Voltage Shipboard Applications”
Major Professor: Robert Cuzner

Zeljko Radomir Jankovic
“Non Conventional Modulation and Control Techniques for Performance Improvements in Micro Grid Tie Inverters”
Major Professor: Adel Nasiri

Tong Jin
“Analysis of Turbulence and Mixing in Environmental Flows with Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) Measurements”
Major Professor: Qian Liao
Blake Allen Johnson  
“Characterizing the Mechanical Behavior of Human Abdominal Organs”  
Major Professor: Naira Campbell-Kyureghyan

Marzieh Karami  
“Comparison of Three-level Converters with SiC Two Level Converters for High Performance Drives”  
Major Professor: Robert Cuzner

Hani Abdulwahab Khalil  
“Identifying Sequential Acceptance Sampling and Reinforcement Learning as Critical Success Factor for Lean Six Sigma”  
Major Professor: Wilkistar Otieno

Bahram Khazaei  
“Development of a Hydrodynamic and Sediment Transport Model for Green Bay, Lake Michigan”  
Major Professor: Hector Bravo

*Tae Joon Kwak  
“Investigation of Dielectrophoretic Microfluidic Trap System for Separation and Parallel Analysis of Single Particles”  
Major Professor: Woo Jin Chang

Shabnam Lashkari  
“Sequencing Multiple-Spreader Crane Operations: Mathematical Formulations and Heuristic Approaches”  
Major Professor: Matthew Petering

Hua Liu  
“Novel Adhesive Anchoring System through Engineered Interface”  
Major Professor: Jian Zhao

*Marco T. Lo Ricco  
“Prototyping Elliptically Profiled Inverted Pendulum Walls in Cross-Laminated Timber (CLT) for Passive Self-Centering and Seismic Resiliency”  
Major Professor: Al Ghorbanpoor

Azam NabizadehDarabi  
“An Application of Survival Analysis Technique to Probabilistic Assessment of Fatigue in Bridges”  
Major Professor: Habibollah Tabatabai

Jingyu Si  
“Development of an Advanced Zinc Air Flow Battery System”  
Major Professor: Deyang Qu

Te An Wang  
“Pile-soil Thermomechanical Behavior”  
Major Professor: Mohd Helwany

*Saeed Yazdani Kachooie  
“Study of the Long-Term Shaft Resistance of Energy Piles in Saturated Clays”  
Major Professor: Mohd Helwany

*Hongquan Zuo  
“Model Augmented Deep Neural Networks for Medical Image Reconstruction Problems”  
Major Professor: Jun Zhang

Peter Joseph Brooks  
“Content and Context: Objective Formation in FYC Activity Systems”  
Major Professor: David Clark

Robert Lyle Bruss  
“The Time is Now: Embodiments of the Hyper-Present in Contemporary American Literature”  
Major Professor: Jane Gallop

Elisa J. Karbin  
“The Auspices”  
Major Professor: Rebecca Dunham

Shanae Aurora Martinez  
“Guides and Guidance: Subverting Tourist Narratives in Trans-Indigenous Time and Space”  
Major Professor: Kumkum Sangari

*Kristopher J. Purzycki  
“A Player’s Sense of Place: Computer Games as Anatopistic Medium”  
Major Professor: Stuart Moulthrop
*Kristin M. Ravel
“A Pedagogy of Techno-Social Relationality: Ethics and Digital Multimodality in the Composition Classroom”
Major Professor: Anne Wysocki

Willa Catherine Richards
“The Comfort of Monsters”
Major Professor: Valerie Laken

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH SCIENCES

Kade Asher Lenz
“Toxicological Effects of Antimicrobials (Triclosan and Triclocarban) and Cyanopeptides (Anabaenopeptins and Cyanopeptolins) in the Nematode C. elegans”
Major Professor: Todd Miller

Everett Tate
“Functional Characterization of Long-Term Hematopoietic Stem Cell Metabolic Activity Dependent on AHR Activity”
Major Professor: Michael Laiosa

FRESHWATER SCIENCES

Sarah Lynn Bartlett
“Cyanobacterial Harmful Algal Bloom Ecology and Cyanotoxins in a Eutrophic Water System”
Major Professor: Todd Miller

*Shuchen Feng
“Development of Indicators for Human Fecal Pollution Using Deep-Sequencing of Microbial Communities”
Major Professor: Sandra McLellan

Thomas Frederick Hansen
“An Experimental Study Using a Deep Neural Network to Infer Water Current Speed by Analysis of Induced Vibrations of an In-Situ Bluff Body”
Major Professor: John Janssen

GEOSCIENCES

Harris Lowell Byers
“Quantifying the Variability in Heavy Metal Concentrations in Vegetables Grown in Metals-Rich Soil”
Major Professor: Timothy Grundl

Kathryn N. Pauls
“Late Paleozoic Paleoclimatic Reconstruction of Western Argentina: Implications for Glacial Extent and Deglaciation of Southwestern Gondwana”
Major Professor: John Isbell

HEALTH SCIENCES

Bethany Maryalice Forseth
“Impact of Yoga on Mental Health, Inflammation, & Mitochondrial Function”
Major Professor: Jeri-Annette Lyons

*Nizar Ahmed Khamjan
“Obesity Suppresses Pigment Epithelium-Derived Factor and Alters Pro-Tumorigenic Signaling Pathways in Prostate Cancer”
Major Professor: Jennifer Doll

Sabrin Rizk
Major Professor: Kris Barnekow

HISTORY

Jacob A. Glicklich
“Challenging the Architecture: A Critical History of the Wisconsin Prison System”
Major Professor: Joe Austin

*Krista M. Grensavitch
“Thinking with Things: Reimagining the Object Lesson as a Feminist Pedagogical Device in the Humanities Classroom”
Major Professor: Merry Wiesner-Hanks

Paul Edward Jentz
“An Entangled History: Native American and Euro-American National and Cultural Identities (1768-1833)”
Major Professor: Joe Austin
INFORMATION STUDIES

Musa Dauda Hassan
“Consumer Health Information Needs, Seeking and Searching Behavior by Rural Residents in the Kachia Grazing Reserve, with a Focus on Vector-Borne Diseases”
Major Professor: Dietmar Wolfram

*Adriana McCleer
“This Has Never Really Been About Books”: A LatCrit Case Study of Intellectual Freedom”
Major Professor: Joyce Latham

KINESIOLOGY

Shancheng Bao
“Investigating the Contribution of Instance-Reliant Learning in Visuomotor Adaptation and its Generalization”
Major Professor: Jinsung Wang

Emily Elizabeth Gerstle
“Transition Step Mechanics: How Influential are Age and Fall History?”
Major Professor: Stephen Cobb

Taylor Wenos Rowley
“Prescribing Vigorous Intensity Exercise to Older Adults”
Major Professor: Scott Strath

LINGUISTICS

Salem Muidh Albuhayri
“Information Structure in Standard Arabic Verbal Clauses”
Major Professor: Hamid Ouali

MANAGEMENT SCIENCE

Khosro Pichka
“Two Essays on Distribution, Fulfillment and Pricing Decisions for Retailers with E-Commerce Channel”
Major Professor: Layth Alwan

*Xiaoyu Yang
“Two Essays on the Chinese CEOs in the National People’s Congress (NPC)”
Major Professor: Stanislav Dobrev

MATHEMATICS

*Kathryn A. Boddie
“A Minimal Time Solution to the Firing Squad Synchronization Problem with Von Neumann Neighborhood of Extent 2”
Major Professor: Bruce Wade

Adam Jeffrey Buck
“Asymptotic Probability of Incidence Relations over Finite Fields”
Major Professor: Jeb Willenbring

NURSING

*Faten Yahya Alfaii
“Experiences of Women Accessing Prenatal Care: Voices of Rural Saudi Women in Faifa Mountains”
Major Professor: Lucy Mkandawire-Valhmu

Terese Blakeslee
“Examining Factors Associated with Experiencing Bullying Among Adolescent Subgroups”
Major Professor: Julia Snethen

Vincent John Boom
“Factors Affecting Blood Pressure Target Outcomes for Veterans using Home Telehealth”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

Media Esser
“Contributing Factors to Diaper Dermatitis in the NICU”
Major Professor: Teresa Johnson

*X Michelle Yvonne Williams
“Medication Self-Management Behaviors of Community-Dwelling Adults with Chronic Disease”
Major Professor: Rachel Schiffman

PHYSICS

*X Alex J. Schofield
“Scattering in Infrared Microspectroscopy”
Major Professor: Carol Hirschmugl
POLITICAL SCIENCE

Nicholas Ryan Davis
Major Professors: David Armstrong and Ora John Reuter

PSYCHOLOGY

Adam Joseph Barnas
Major Professor: Adam Greenberg

*Ellen Defenderfer Sejkora
“Psychosocial Characteristics of Children With and Without Toileting Dysfunction”
Major Professor: W. Hobart Davies

*Enrique Ignacio Gracian
“The Influence of Proximal Processes in Recruitment and Participation of Monolingual Spanish-Speaking Latinos/ as Living with HIV in Neuropsychological Research in Milwaukee: An Ecological Theory Analysis from a Chicano Cultural Perspective”
Major Professor: Katie Mosack

*Socia Welfare

*Matt Richie
“The Rabble in the Suburbs: An Examination of Jail Reentry in a Non-Metropolitan County”
Major Professor: Thomas LeBel

*Lixia Zhang
“The Life Course Impacts of Adverse Childhood Experiences on Individuals’ Psychosocial Functioning”
Major Professor: Joshua Mersky

SOCIOLOGY

Stephanie M. Baran
“An Intersectional Analysis of the Role Race and Gender Play in Welfare Recipients and Case Manager Experiences”
Major Professor: Aneesh Aneesh

*Daniel John Bartholomay
“Marriage Maintenance, Miscategorization, and New Manifestations: How People Are Reinforcing and Disrupting Gender and Sexual Inequalities in Married Life”
Major Professor: Noelle Chesley

URBAN EDUCATION

Lillie Pearl Adams
“Building Hope, Changing Lives, and Helping Young African American Males Achieve Their “American Dream”: The Beckum-Stapleton Little League Baseball Mentoring Experience”
Major Professor: Larry Martin

*Rachel Dobrauc
“Students’ Stories about Internationalization Efforts in Technical Colleges: Transcending Learning Theories and Institutional Supports”
Major Professor: Barbara Bales

Chelsea Jane Faase
“How Teachers Plan for and Implement Strategies that Motivate Adolescent Students to Engage in Literacy Experiences”
Major Professor: Tania Habeck
*Melissa E. Hedges
“Prospective Early Childhood Teachers’ Evolving Conceptions of Using a Mathematics Learning Trajectory to Guide Intentional Teaching”
Major Professor: DeAnn Huinker

Matthew Brennan Joynt
“Motivation of School Board Members to Support Equity and Social Justice in Public Education”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura

Jendayi Mbalia
Major Professor: Raquel Farmer-Hinton

Amanda Mae Ratkovitch
“The Impact of Hybrid Professional Development on Teacher Instructional Strategies: A Study of the Integration of Google Read and Write to Improve Instructional Practices”
Major Professor: Elizabeth Drame

Michael Eugene Trimberger, Jr.
“Business-School Partnerships in Career and Technical Education”
Major Professor: Elise Frattura
MULTIDISCIPLINARY COMMITTEE-DIRECTED
DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY

INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS FOR
ADMINISTRATION AND POLICY

James Scott McCallum
“Human Capital in the Knowledge Economy”
Major Professors: Douglas Ihrke and
Javier Tapia

QUANTITATIVE MOLECULAR AND
CELLULAR BIOPHYSICS

Joel David Paprocki
“Experimental Investigation of Biological
Macromolecular Interactions Through
Application of FRET Theory”
Major Professor: Valerica Raicu

DOCTOR OF NURSING PRACTICE
*Indicates August 2019 Graduate

*Chioma C. Anyanwu
Marissa Bunn
*Jayme Lynn Cotter
Amanda Jean David
*Agneszka Elzbieta Dendura
*Mary Ajoa Esson
Jennifer Marie Grams
Nazakat Kharrazihasani
*Maureen Jacklyn Mayer
Jessie Maria de Jesus Mena
*Tara Jo Palma
*Kyla Jean Schoenwetter
Lisa Spannbauer
*Andrea Kaye Stein
Brittany Jean Storhoff

DOCTOR OF PHYSICAL THERAPY

FACULTY

Wendy E. Huddleston, PT, PhD – Program Director
Ann Dietrich, PT, MS – Director of Clinical Education
Renee Mazurek, PT, DPT – Academic Coordinator of
Clinical Education
Carlynn A. Alt, PT, PhD
Kyle T. Ebersole, PhD, LAT
Victoria A. Moerchen, PT, PhD

Candidates for the degree Doctor of Physical Therapy:
*Indicates August 2019 Graduate

*Hailey Elizabeth Mohrfeld
Carie Taylor
MASTER’S DEGREES

GRADUATE SCHOOL
Marija Gajdardziska-Josifovska
Dean of the Graduate School

COORDINATED MASTER’S DEGREE PROGRAMS

BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION/INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Business Administration and Master of Science
Joseph Dennis Garrison

ENGLISH/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Benjamin Paul Teel

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Science and Master of Library and Information Science
Josh Looper

HISTORY/LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Arts and Master of Library and Information Science
Abigail Clare Joranger

MASTER’S DEGREES

ADMINISTRATIVE LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Laura Katherine Bitzer
Heather Mitchell Braatz
Sharee Mona Brown
Jeffrey Scott Buhrandt
Christel Lee Callen
Dontrae Davon Coffee
Olivia Renee Cross
Dana Skylar Federmeyer
Kristin Diane Gaura
Benjamin Gregory Helm
Allison Beverly Hochmuth
Jenna Jean Homburg
Alexandria A. Horvat
Kevin C. Koester
Paige Louise Konitzer
Nicole Kordsiewicz
Alissa Nicole Kordprom
Emily G. Kuhnen
Jamie Kathryn Lalasz
Brittany Ann Manning
Amanda Noelle Markwardt
Kristin Leigh McCrory
Kelsi Marie Meyer
Jenny Dodoy Nithalangsy
Megan June Peaslee
Ivelis Perez
Cara Rebernick
Kathryn Rose Robertson
Mark Maurice Schmidt
Kimberly Marie Whiting
Robert Wayne Wiedenhoeft
Alissa Rae Wilson
Katie Bernice Woida

ANTHROPOLOGY
Master of Science
Kevin James Akemann
Nicole B. Bodenstein

Ann Soley Eberwein
Emily Eiseman
Devinne Nicole Fackelman
Tara Ann Gallagher
Rachelle Margaret Halaska
Heather Gabrielle Thomas-Flores

ARCHITECTURE
Master of Architecture
Gabrielle Elise Aijala
Joshua Philip Alsum
John William Ellis III
Tejaswi Pooja Garla Reddy
Linda Michelle Guten-Gale
Christina Maria Gutierrez
Juntao Huang
Jacob Logan Kleveland
Emily Susan LaLuzerne
Jason Thor Lawler

ART HISTORY
Master of Arts
Kelsey Nicole Kuehn

BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Ryan Joseph Garde
Lily Grace Gierke
Maya Nkisi Matabele
David James Radtke
Genelle Nicole Uhrig
Zachary Zawada

BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES
Master of Science
Maliha R. Ahmad
Alexandria Erin Hall
Kaitlyn Nicole Nielsen
BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Master of Business Administration

Nicole Elizabeth Bleuer
John William Buchta
Chelsea Anne Burke
Mitchell David Cadrette
Stephen Campagna
Ryan Patrick Carter
Stephanie Rose Chudy
Philipp Vincent Doebele
Dustin Lawrence Doyle
Jacob Daniel Hamalian
Mark Anthony Hartman
Sophia Patricia Hoelzer
Ryaen Vajee Johnson
Christian Kaiser
Daniel P. Katt
James Michael Kelly III
Bennett Norman Kraemer
Danielle Brammer Kudis
Rachel Ann Liegel
Hamzah Mian
Hien Phuong Nha Nguyen
Kayleigh Norton
Mark Pappas
John Christopher Ray
Vyacheslav Rybak
Craig Thomas Smith
Raluca Stanescu
Justin Scott Stenz
Allison Jean Stone
Cara Beth Strunk
Ryan Francis Thiele
Joseph Gregory Thorpe
Anthony Lloyd Townsend
Maikoau Vang
Simon Karl Wagner
Ryan Durand Wilkey
Collin James Wisch
Ronald Thomas Wiza II
Jacob Johnson Wright

BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
Executive MBA
Master of Business

Annette Marie Adams
Paul Brian Bentti
Tabitha Ann Campagna
Michael J. Delgadillo
Erin Elizabeth Donegan
Austin David Duerr
Caitlin Rose Duerr
Kipp Nathaniel Elsbernd
Anthony Feliciano
Eric Lee Finney
Lorne Forsythe
Anthony Richard Gallagher
Tomas Julian Garrett
Deepti Gopal
James Anthony Johnson
Max Kimmerle
Ryan G. Konop
Brad Douglas Kyle
Christopher Allyn LeGault
Hector Manuel Lopez Perez
David Michael Nichols
Brian Morgan Nick
Christine Ann Oldenburg
Nicole Gail Riemenapp
Michelle Anne Rothschild
Marian Adalbert Rothkegel
Emmy Syarina Salaudinn
Habibullah Sheikh
Brigitta Katherine Siladi
Kelvin Gene Walton
David Robert Mccaul Wilson
Peter Eric Zalinski

CHEMISTRY
Master of Science

Anahit Marina Campbell

COMMUNICATION
SCIENCES & DISORDERS
Master of Science

Hannah Elizabeth Bevers
Gina Ann Bulman
Ashley Christine Daul
Ella Rose Davis
Rachel Ann Eggert
Katie Louise Fiorilli
Karissa Ashlan Ginzel
Chana Basya Halpern
Andrea Lynn Keefe
Kelly Marie Liebergen
Emma Iris Match
Naomi Lynn Morgenstern
Madeline Marie Rafferty

Mallory Helene Rebatzke
Callen Paige Scurr
Alexandra Mary Silverman
Alisha Suzanne Urban
Kacey Marie Yahne
Shelby Leanne Yingst

COMMUNICATION
Master of Arts

Aziliz Cloitre
Lindsay Faith Kelpinski
Youngjee Ko
Emily Anne Mueller
Jaclyn Paige Willenborg

CRIMINAL JUSTICE
Master of Science

Andrew Ayala
Majedah Isa Mustafa
Courtney Marie Pedersen

CULTURAL FOUNDATIONS
OF COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
AND EDUCATION
Master of Science

Antonio Jose Doxtator
Jasmine Danielle Kelly
Mary Denise King
Laura Leigh Meine
Kellie Ann Tutkowski
Dorchristalon Willis

CURRICULUM &
INSTRUCTION
Master of Science

Lydia Patrice Baas
Loribeth Griffin Chenault
Megan Elizabeth Curtis
Elizabeth Therese Dean
Kierstyn Haubrich
Carolyn Elizabeth Heiar
Natalie Katherine Johnson
Michelle Lee Kornitz
Charnae Elizabeth Anne-LaLuzerne
Alicia Blando McCarty
Kaitlin Amelia Schumaker
Brooke Elaine Skidmore
Sarah Ashley Stafford
Rebecca Caldwell Sweeney
Master’s Degrees

DANCE
Master of Fine Arts

Theadora Kathrine Zaja
Dance
Master of Fine Arts

Erin Lehua Brown
Bryn Melissa Cohn
Jessamine Rosaura Delancey
Kenneth William James
Kia Sherie Smith

ECONOMICS
Master of Arts

Farshad Bonyadih
Youngmin Cha
Kyle James Dinse
Timothy John Dobson
Benjamin Hajdarevic
Alassane Ouattara

EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science

Ramiro Arteaga
Hallie Jean Beal
Megan Leigh Berndt
Olivia Marie Blain
Thomas Boffeli
Adam Flanigan Brostowitz
Jennifer JoAnn Brown
Kelsey Lavin Conlin
Virginia Finman
Bradley Joseph Gabor
Siobhan Anello Gavagan
Dalia Yesenia Gonzalez
Glenna Martine Gransee
Anna Marie Humbel Holcomb
Clare E. Hulsebosch
Katelyn Rose Kautzer
Rachael Anne Koppel
Matthew Patrick Lindsay
Megan A. Littel
Nedra Shevone McLain
Melissa Ann Meier
Emma Lynn Melotik
Jamie Lynn Nichol
Ebony Phillips
Milijana Rajic
Ivonne Rodriguez
Rebecca Marie Roggenbuck
Kristin Marie Roguszka
Lauren Elizabeth Rosandick
Andrew Joseph Sabinash

ENGINEERING
Master of Science

Ashraf Anis AL-Hajjeh
Abdullah Salman Almusabah
Jinwoo Bae
Abdulrahman Bajaber
Mitchell Anthony Behnke
Justin Bittenbender
Henry Charles Brengel III
Anna V. Brinck
Parry Richard Carrison
Chaoyi Chen
Wei Lin Chen
Morvarid Fakhari
David Matthew Frailey
Sonu Praneeth Gandam
Jacob David Gudex
Premchand Gunachandran
Carlos Ivan Jerez Gonzalez
Ting Hao Kao
Ankit Koirala
Xingmeng Lei
Brian Gunther Leightner
Giovanni Lewinski
Adam Chandler Morris
Kaustubh Kishore Rane
Timothy Edward Rooney
Justin Saboury
Mohammad Saghir
Rebecca Anne Schruender
Viren Pravin Shah
Mohammad Rezwan Sheikh
Li Wang
Dustin James Wenninger
Justin Aaron Womack
Weijun Zhu

Anastasia Rae Linz
Olivia Alice Monroe
Eve Shaiken Orwig
Jeffrey Scott Stempniewski
Kristen Diandra Williams

FRESHWATER SCIENCES & TECHNOLOGY
Master of Science

Maryam Behrouzinia
Christopher Colin Bocciardi
Erik Allan Carlson
John Webber Noonan
Peter Luther Shep
Owen Michael Stefaniak

GEOSCIENCES
Master of Science

Charles Alexander Martin
Natalie Beatrice McNall
Evvan George Plank

HEALTH CARE INFORMATICS
Master of Science

Robert Lee Adams
Brigit Blemberg
Lisa Le Impens
Shiva Salehi
Allan Muchiri Wachi
Peggy Paaj Kub Xiong

HEALTHCARE ADMINISTRATION
Master of Healthcare Administration

Stanley R. Brown, Jr.
Christina Selena Dalton
Rene Anthony Felizmena
Jason James Homer
Paul Richard Krakau
Taylor Cynthia Krukar
Mariya Litvak
Brandon Ryan Marchan
Kristen Elizabeth Nelson
Ayobunni Kehinde Saleem
Joel James Straw
HISTORY
Master of Arts

Mary Whitehurst Burkey
Jordan John Heller
David Wieczorek

HUMAN RESOURCES & LABOR RELATIONS
Master of Human Resources & Labor Relations

Chanler Clifford Leonard
Samantha Louise Perry
Joannie Stephany Sanchez
Jennifer Ann Schuh
Brennan William Sielaff

INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Zain Ul Abideen
Anthony Edward Campbell
Ryan David Carlson
Michael Wayne Carpenter
Arsen Gazaryan
Xintong Li
Rubina Nazneen
Nicole Paro
Femi Ramesh Shah
Nikita Singhal
Shrish Suman
Rajasi Tamane
Jiaheng Xie

KINESIOLOGY
Master of Science

Nicholas Alan Kanetzke
Christa Marie Wamsley

LANGUAGE, LITERATURE & TRANSLATION
Master of Arts

Lindsey Erin Hill

LIBRARY & INFORMATION SCIENCE
Master of Library and Information Science

KMeg Elizabeth Alexander
Linda Cecille Anderson
Michelle Ann Axmear-Rockelman
Amy Beth Bahena-Ettner
Mason Zachary Baran
Martha Lynn Bauer
Megan Renee Benfield
Amelia Leigh Birkholz
Stuart Mark Bisbee
Angela Marie Bodzislaw
Lauren Kelly Bontje
Kelsey Ann Butterfield
Sally Beaton Cameron
Zachery Richard Campbell
Elizabeth Marie Carnahan
Rachel Ryann Clift
Deana Lei Cunningham
Abigail Brett Davis
Alyssa Davis Devall
Christy Jean Dyer
Ethan Christopher Fardoux
Jill Marie Fleck
Marie Catherine Fritz
Bradlee Fuerbringer
Donald Austin Gilbert
Erin Lee Glade
Taylor Janet Hamann
Aysha Haq
Taylor Ann Harty
Danielle Nicole Jennings
Megan Marie Wilson Jimenez
Richard Patrick Johnson
Taylor Kelley
Mleekea Khan
Laurie Ann Kirschling
Jason Matthew Kowell
Desiarae Angeline LeMay
Rachel Janet Lebbing
Karlin Rene’ Leishman
Jennifer Lemberger
Bridget Malley
Amelia Lauren Malling
Katherine Anne McBride
Thomas Joseph McCullough
Layna Marie Mestad
Deanna Jessette Moore
Sean Michael Murphy
Mitsutaka Nakamura
Lori Nichole Neilson
William Oliver Niner
Daniel Orlowski
Jamie Lee Paille
Sadie Pettigrew
Paula Renee Pike
Nora Maria Plant
Marci Trinette Rossi
Jill Elizabeth Rupp
Bethany Delal Russell
Baisakhi Samanta
Gabriel Stephen Seuglik
Stephanie Jean Shepro
Bonnie Rose Small
Elizabeth Ann Stanley
Roberta Marie Starck
Emily Joy Stensloff
Christie Ann Sterba
Rachel Dawn Strehlow
Rachel Heywood Suppok
Stephanie Michele Surach
Jonathan Phillip Sward
Hollie Diean Trenary
Amy Michelle Tucek
Robin Frances Turnblom
Jeffrey Kenneth Tyzzer
Kathleen Marie Wheeler
Arin Christopher Wilken
Beth Clare Wisniewski
Michelle Si-Yuen Wong
Cindy Yungwirth

LINGUISTICS
Master of Arts

Aya Awwad
Samantha Irene Burgos

MANAGEMENT
Master of Science

Rosemarie Arabiyat
Kasey Bernard
Rosemarie Berveiler
Evan William Burkart
Yundan Chen
Alexander Carl Chou
Yiru Fang
Matthew Thomas Gierahn
Treena Renee Glover
John Gruszka
Michael James Gruszka
Bradley Harrison
Yeng John Her
Hannah Hoppe
Ashley Ann Hughes
Marie Anne Jeruc
Jacob Mark LeRoy
Christine A. Lenhart
Ryan Daniel Miller
Margaret Mueller
Kristina Plecas
Ameerah Ann Sadi
David Scott Schluter
Trevor David Schmidt
Natalie Rose Silverstein
Hyelim Song
Laura Kathryn Unger
Lucas Richard Volpe
Robert James Wagner
Corey Joseph Wolf
Lauren Alina Wosilait
Zhanglu Zhong
Amanda Jean Zimmermann
Eric Wayne Zirbel

MATHEMATICS
Master of Science
Brian Hospital

MEDIA STUDIES
Master of Arts
Alexia Samira Brunson
Siddhant Dwivedee
Claire Elizabeth Hackett
Safa Fawaz Khairy
Dasmond McMillan
Analise Elle Pruni

MUSIC
Master of Music
William Richard Boule
Holly Ann Brown
Praneeth Madoori
Jihye Yoon

NONPROFIT
MANAGEMENT
AND LEADERSHIP
Master of Science
Sarah Christine Campbell

Alyssa Marie Doman
Ann Elizabeth Duffy
Joel Allen Geier
Erica Jean Halmstad
Kabiru Buki Kafang
Kimberly Ellen Stuart
Kenya Maka Warren
David E. Zimmerman

NURSING
Master of Science
Douglas Johnson

PHENOMENOLOGY

PHYSICS
Master of Science
Christian D. Horst
Han Gyeol Suh

PSYCHOLOGY
Master of Science
Michelle Marie Dunk
Danielle Marie Glad
Haley Morgan Kolp
Kaitlynn Nicole Leclaire
Paulina S. Lim
Amanda S. Nazario

PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
Master of Public Administration
Matthew Robert Donath
Rachel Elizabeth Hegland
Nancy Retana Garcia
CJ Claire Shanahan

PUBLIC HEALTH
Master of Public Health
Terrica Benae Kincy
Adam Jon Kindred
Kayla Nicole McNeil
Liliana Estefana Salcido
Andrea Morgan Spagnoli

SOCIAL WORK
Master of Social Work
Tanya Jo Abbott
Sarra E. Aghharabi
Maiada Humdah Ali
Amanda Jay Asbel
Alexandra Susan Belter
Shaina Loreen Buckner
Kelsey Elizabeth Butzlafl
Diane Reshonda Carson
Lashunda Shakila Carter
Sarah Elizabeth Chrostowski
Kathleen Debra Cleppe
Cassy Marie Copp
Madeline Crawford
Emma Maria Davis
Hannah Marie Demmon
Margo Elaine Diamond-Robertson
SOCIAL WORK
Joseph Jerrard Donohue
Kimberly Jeanette Dudzik
Jacob Adam Eisen
Emelie Grace Fearson
Vanessa Lu Freberg
Bresha Janae Gibbs
Talona Rose Gonzalez
Kristi Elizabeth Goodman
Cerabeth Marie Goodwin
Nathan William Gunderson
Fuachi Hang
Jessica Lanel Hickman
Falak Naz Ishaque
Hannah Kristine Julius
Cortney Ann Kallenberger
Ervin Lamont Keller, Jr.
Kaitlin Marie King
Martha Lauer Kinnen
Michelle Brooke Kittelson
Brittany Nicole Kruse
Natalie Kusch
Megan Caroline Lacke
Gabriela Lezama
Audrey E. List
Kellie Ann Lynch
Marina Rose Macgillivray
Kayla Ann McCluskey
Rebecca O’Malley Mixtacki
Sarah Catherine Moral
Shalia R. Morgan
Vanessa Denise Morgan
Lisa Austin Moses
Xee Moua
Emma Phillips Myren
Jasmine Rose Ostrowski
Briana Chanielle Patton
Taryn Rebecca Pelto
Claire Marie Perreault
Jensine Marie Peterson
Alexarae Pounce
Alyssa Anne Prasse
Nicole Marie Re
Kameila Nicole Rodgers
Hannah Marie Rohlinger
Audrey Phoebe Rudersdorf
Amanda Mary Ruechel
Larysa Lynn Saegert
Corben Mason Samuelson
Rachel Schwerin
Jasmine Allizette Seymore
Sarwat Sharif
Rebecca Sprague
Heather Marie Statz
Kristen Lee Steinle
Jaclyn Stencil
Chinyere Videne-Marie Stevens
Jennifer Lynn Stinson
Jasmine Stocki
Brenna Jo Sunn
Chelsea Nicole Tessner
Charles David Tillery
Gabrielle Grace Trecek
Nikole Renee Treider
Cynthia Sade Valdivia
Melanie Kim Van Asten
Laura Katherine Werner
Madison Debra Williams
Sarah Lynn Wobschall
Maikou Xiong
Mainou Xiong
Bree Allison Young
Helene Zaffiro
Anthony Ray Zwaga
SOCIOLOGY
Master of Arts
Zachary Martin Wagner
SPANISH
Master of Arts
David Nicholas Petro
SUSTAINABLE PEACEBUILDING
Master of Sustainable Peacebuilding
Eleanor Doyle Barr
Cassandra Elizabeth Gamble
Laura Lynn Hermanns
Dulmini Nadeesha Jayawardana
Katherine O. Riebe
Alexandria Sedar
Linda Hli Xiong
TRANSLATION & INTERPRETING STUDIES
Master of Arts
Loretta Carlene Mulberry
URBAN PLANNING
Master of Urban Planning
Emmanuel Chidera Okoro
URBAN STUDIES
Master of Science
Cortney Ruth Dunklin
Bachelor’s Degrees

Peck School of the Arts
Dean Scott Emmons
Bachelor of Arts or
Bachelor of Fine Arts

Jordin Dayana Alanis Chavez*
Celena Malika Allen
Charles Anthony Arpin
Joseph Sean Baldwin
Austin Jermaine Bare
Magdalena Bianca Behme
Kimon Mitiaides Bolaris
Malik Trevon Brown
Sarah Josephine Caveney*
James Jerome Cefalu
Ying Chang
Sandra Patricia Chavarin
Jacob Madison Chemlick
Alexandra Rose Christopher-Hayes*
Lydia Louise Clough
Everett James Coleman
Kelly Davenport
Danielle Rae Dunn
Kelly Elizabeth Dunnigan
Simon Earle*
Robyn Elise Ehrlich
Josiah Christian Ellner*
Erick William Estrada
Taryn Colleen Fanning
Miranda Irene Flores Farley*
Margaret Anne Franzen
Matthew James Gernold
Miranda Susan Glembin
Michael Leo Hagen
Jennifer Hamilton
Evvynn Michelle Hegner
Ashton Hal Huntsman
Samantha Rose Janssen*
Anastasia Janelle Alyssa Jung
Karly Jean Kainz*
Tyrone Lee King
Zachary Kloes
Joseph Robert Koenig
Jillian Kordosky
Baltimore Aiden Krahn*
Alyssa Beth Krause
Joseph Edward Krohlow*
Brett James Kuehn*
Kayleigh Lynn Kvool
Amanda Linnea Laabs*
Elliott Andrew Lane
Alice J Lawrence
Minkyung Lee
Trinity Ann Lee*
Zhen Lin
Nicole Ann Lorscheter*
Corrina Loyd
Matthew David Lubus
Emily Ada Marckesano*
Zachary Donald McCune
Emmanuel Joseph McGuin
Ryan Nels McNealy
Anthony Michael Nash*
Paige Elizabeth Olson*
Keana Herska Omdoll
Robert Walter Pasko
Annalise Noel Pederson
Jared James Pharris
Samantha Rae Pickering
Meghan Polzin
David Michael Purpura
Yongil Zen Quinn
Steven N Robinson
Jessica Lynn Roth
Nathan Thomas Rybakowicz
Kianna Mikayla Saari
Maggie J Schmidt
Jacob Schiwngshakl
Maria Anne Senzig
Savannah Nicole Shilkey
Hannah Michelle Stout
Evan Robert Szymkowski
Jiayi Tan
Pajitshab Jessie Thao*
Stephen Alexander Thompson*
Trevor Ryan Trantow*
Chase Michael Van Dyke
Colby Blake Wilkerson
Marissa Jazmyne Williams
Owen Michael Wills
Qingfang Xu
Xee Lee Yang
Zhuolin Ye
Trisha Nicole Young
Feixue Yu
Salvador Zamora
Haoran Zhang
Xizhi Zheng

School of Architecture & Urban Planning
Interim Dean Nancy Frank
Bachelor of Science

Marlee Jaeda Barnes*
Gabriella Marie Bergeron*
Thomas Joseph Brennan*
Zachary Chester Brye
John Derek Brzezinski
Tyson Joseph Burch*
Caitlin Elizabeth Carlson
Hyoungsuck Choi
Alexandra Faith Dewey*
Amanda Marie Dobas
Taylor Catherine Douglas*
Logan James Engelking
Noah Robert Ensminger
Nicholas Christopher Grant
Paige Guttenberg*
Matthew Joshua Hancher
Kaitlyn Margaret Hegewald*
Lintaro Kajiwara*
Seokmin Kang
Taylor Jean Kasprowicz
Matthew Jerome Knill*
Anna Ewa Kopacz*
Andrew Joseph Marszalkowski
Miguel Angel Martinez
Marcus Gregory Matsche
Alexis Bailey Meyer*
Micaela Peden
James Paul Schroeder
Jared Chad Smith
Kyle Robert Tyson
Joe Avundio Valdez
Hunter Lee Valenta
RoseMarie Ann Winger*
Bowen Zhu

*Awarded Commencement Honors
SHELDON B. LUBAR
SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
Dean Kaushal Chari
Bachelor of Business
Administration

Fahad Al Jasser
Abdulaziz Saad Alfaraj
Mohammed Abdullah A Alfaraj
Sultan Mohammad Alfraih
Mohammad Ali Alhaza
Rakan Mubarak F Alhelal
Faten Taher Alhumaiany
Jassim Shafiq A Alkhalifa
Saad Ibrahim Almubarak
Naif Ahmed Alsalem
Abdulrahman Ahmed Alsamhan
Hani Sabah Alsultan
Christian Anthony Andujar
Sydney Marie Arickx*
Kayla Lynn Armstrong
Natalija Atljia
Kayla Nicole Babia*
Kayla Athena Baker
Alexandra Elizabeth Barnes
Matthew Batterner*
Tyler John Bell
Kari Jo Bertler
Jessica Kaur Bhatti
Daniel James Birschbach
John Allen Blaser
Holly Melinda Bohlen
Cody Daniel Brautl
Austin Lee Braun
Garret Breitzman-Ellershaw
Sara Elizabeth Brekke
Lucas John Brenholt
Adam Lowayne Brewer
Ashley Noelle Buechs*
Taylor Lloyd Bunker
Paul Joseph Burbach
Jerod Jax Butler
Jacob Daniel Butschle
Johana Cabral
Helaena Joan Carter*
Raenn Kristine Castellanos
Jenny Cha
Jonathan Chan*
Diana Ong Chang
Michelle Chang
Kathryn Margery Chenoweth
Brooke Elizabeth Chromy*
Nicholas Harry Cianciolo
Mohamed Reziq Dawod*
Kirsten Kaye Debroux*
Rachel Irene DeBroux*
Matthew Ryan Deyoung
Salman Mohammed Dhaheer
Connor Kevin Dunn
Brooke Oliva Elder
Jacob James Erickson*
Eray Erman
Katelyn Beth Evans
Zhiqin Fang
Michael Vincent Fazio
Nikolai Walter Fedenia*
Michael Anthony Feltman
Bradley Robert Fleming
Alex H Fletcher
Ciara Siobhan Gaines*
Kurtis Alexander Gapson
Austin James Garand
Gabriel Mark Garsonbke*
Brandt Gavin
Kerry Devon Gemmell
Matthew Wayne Gifford
Sarah E Gleason*
Michael Joseph Gleissner
Ryan Albert Goebel
Aimee Christine Golowina
Gabrielle Antres Goner
Tyler Gregory Gordon
Alice Beth Gorton
Cori Elise Grabow
Shela Lee Grant
Sasha Grigoryeva
Antwon Lamar Guidry
Ryan Jay Hafferkamp
Eunhyang Ham
Megan Kay Hart*
Akaylah M Hayes
Mariah Leigh Heller
Evan Wade Joseph Hepfner
Brenda Hernandez
Crystelle Georgiana Hinton
Hailey Nicole Hofmann
Nicholas Steven Holzman
Tanner Thomas Hopf*
Shantel Castena Housen
Yujie Hu*
Parker Raymond Hundt
Eliezer Hurtado Camacho
Kaltrina Ibraimi
Jed Weston Jacobs
Broderick Joseph Janusz*
Abdulrahman Saoud M J Jassim
LiYa Johnson*
Hyunseok Jung
Zach Joseph Jung
KyeongNam Kang*
John Patrick Karlson
Arrianna Kennedy
Sung Hoon Kim
Kurt Nelson Kispert
Kori Leigh Klosowski
Lucas Charles Klover
Derek James Kochnowicz
Alexandra Ann Konzal
Jerod James Krueger
Collyn Christopher Kulow
Christian Scott Lafond Power
Anthony Landeta
Michael J Lang
Peerapol Laowattana
Alec Larocha
Cole Evan Lassanske
Nancy Elizabeth Lechuga
Mai Chou Lee
Christopher Aaron Leon
Eric Licht
Yueli Liu
John Crandall Loomer
Jennifer Gaosheng Lor
Justin Henry MacArthur*
Hilary Ann Mack
Hailey Aryn Madden
Mayson Lee Madden
Kim Le Mai*
Austin John Mai
Rakan Siraj Malibari
Shawn Patrick Mangan
Ivan Thomas-Patrick Manuel
Eusiel Martinez
Terrence L Mayr*
Jordan William McCambridge*
Trevor Paul McCoy
Garrett James McGough*
Michael Patrick McLaughlin
Jonathan William Meyer
Nicholas James Meyer
Alexander S Miennert
Adam Mihojevich
Benjamin Mihojevich

*Baccalaureate Degrees

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

Michael Benjamin Mills
Matthew Edward Minges
Rebecca Anne Minz
Ismail Maalim Mohamed
Philip Tyler Monroe
Carmela Montenegro
Megan Ann Mroczenski
Yusuf Muhummad
Michael Roy Mumper
Nestor Murillo*
Ian Christian Nielsen
Kreg Patrick Nowakowski
Christopher Joseph Oberholtzer
Andrew Joseph Olson*
Justin Richard Olson
Julianah Modupe Olukotun*
Megan Elizabeth Orlandini
Jacob Anthony Orlich
Rafael Ortiz
Cameron Daniel Pacala
Sanil Pannachan
Kushal Rameshbabu Patel
Shraddha Patel*
Chaperia Patterson
Christian Peña
Jose Alfredo Perez
Martin Wayne Petersen
Joseph Michael Peterson
Patrick Jon Phillips
Michael Steven Piette*
Liam Bryan Poetzinger
Hannah Lee Pokrandt*
Kassandra Clare Polega*
Sarah Elizabeth Kato Porretto
Thomas Robert Porter
Trent Alexander Prater
Mitchell William Preuss
Ryan Scott Prouty
Nathan Henry Nirmal Paul Rapaka
Dennis Regalado
Parker Louis Renard
Damian Manuel Rivera
Ivory Roberts
Alan David Rosewicz*
Dylan John Roskopf
Lirije Rahmani
Taylor Joseph Rucks
Erin Elizabeth Russell*
Vanessa Sanchez Lopez
Josef Hussain Schaub
Nicholas Darian Schilling

Jillian Amanda Schmidgall
Michael Wagner Schovain
Jarrett Daniel Seidl
Samuel John Selk*
Isaiah J Seymour
Reham Hassan Shaban
Umer Shafiq*
AbdelAziz Shehadeh
Jetton Siegenthaler
Alexus Smith
Kari Ann Smith
Michael R Smith
Emilee Rachel Spalding*
Erika Marie Spence*
Zachary Ryan Sprague
Sydney Christine Starrett*
Frank L Stemer*
Dylan Jacob Stemer*
Timothy Jacob Stoiber
Adam Anthony Tabaka*
Kevin Allen Taylor
Antonia Terrell
Douangchai Thao
Sandy Ntsa Lab Thao
Tyler Timothy Thiers
Julia Susan Toomey
Diana Rita Toonen
Robert Trushinsky
Dimitrios Gabriel Tsioutsiopoulos
Achyutha Madhusudan Tumkur
Frank J Turek
Jessica Valenti
Trent Marcus Vandenbrouck
Marry Yang
Tou Yang
Michael Joseph Veloskey
Alana Vinogradov
Devin Voravong
Aleksandar Vujasinovic
Joseph John Wagner
Lyndon Fitzgerald Walker
Caleb Thomas Walz
Lynico Sean Watson*
Maximilian Richard Webb*
Spencer Davis Weinhold
Alec James Weise
Samantha Marie Wessler
Marissa Christina West*
Andrea Leigh Wiedmeyer
Ethan Peter Wilke*
Kresten Myles Winger

Vance Witherspoon
Taylor Jordan Wolf
Patrice Marsha Tashura Wright
Kim Xiong
Bo Xiu
Mitchell Yang
Jiahao Ye
Zachary Steven Zainer
Luyu Zhang
Yi Zheng
Matthew Cory Zigan
Nicole Zignego
Mark Paul Zimmermann

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION

Dean Alan Shoho

Bachelor of Science

Vanessa D Acosta
Deena Raed Ahmad
Sammy Louise Baxter*
Skye Sapphire Bennett*
Cheryl Yvette Bledsoe*
Joseph Virgil Bruce
Sara Elisabeth Buttrum
Kayla Joyce Eilers*
Madison Catherine Engen*
Emily Adele Flottmeyer
Claudia Carina Galvan
Emily Claire Gelander
Samantha Margret Hagberg
Rory Douglas Heikkila*
Janet Isabel Hernandez
Safia Abdi Jama
Aroub A Jamal
Lushonda James
Natasha Marie Jug*
Kaylin Lee Lampe
Margaret Ann Langhoff
Kayleigh Jane Levreau*
Leslie Madrigal
Alexandra Michelle Mathusek*
Bailey Anna McCulloch
Alyssa Lynn Molinski*
Kelly Marie Morgan
Nicholas Michael Orlowski
Lindsey Sylvia Ornelas*
Jennifer Lynn Paprocki
Danielle Linn Ebli Pauer*
Britney Amber Pirus*
Brooke Nicole Polonus

*Awarded Commencement Honors
### Baccalaureate Degrees

**Colleges of Engineering & Applied Science**

- Baccalaureate Degrees

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shelby Jo Polzean*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rebecca Ann Pritzlaff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marilu Rebollar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gena Regan Regan*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrick Fitzgerald Roberts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allie Elizabeth Rudolph*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Marie Rydzinski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Colleen Sage*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kareem Vonzell Sample</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberli Katlyn Schmidt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallie Sebena</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selina Serna*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandie N Settingsgaard*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brianna Seybold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Rose Shaw*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Rachel Skaggs*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kali Ann Steilen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Raquel Marie Sylvester</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Thomas Teel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carley Marie Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Kay Thomas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Marie Thrall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinnethia Amye Tolson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Elizabeth Turchi*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cristina Marie Villegas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joseph Roman Vitucci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly A Webb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RaShaun Antonio Whitman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anna Lorraine Wieker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosia Xiong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliott William Adam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Violet Marie Ahnen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdelmohsin Al Bekhayet</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yousif Ghazi Al Eid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muntader Muhammed A Al Nasser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalid Mana Al Reman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ahmed Ali AlAbdulbaqi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haidar Ali Alayesh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azzam Allharbi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yaser Ali</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammed Abdulhadi Alkhaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nawaf Abdullah Alkhaldi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sadiq Mohammed Almakrami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khalid Hamed Almalki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fatimah Abdullah Almarhoon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laith Hamzeh Mohammad Almomani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdelaziz Mansour Alotaibi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Naif Ghanem Alsagoor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salma Mahdi Alsalem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fahaid N Alsabaey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abdullah Sami Althunayyan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hamad Alyami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mohammad W Amer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noah Frank Anonich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salvador Arroyo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breanna Rose Ayers*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abhrirop Baro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Muaz Fadil Basyyoni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brenden Simon Beekman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukas Sinclair Betting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devin James Bomski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maged Bosaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louis Bouche</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nathan Richard Buchholz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kyle Scott Bunzel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael M Charles*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brandon Robert Ciocci</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Alan Clintsman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin James Cooper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ameralys Lynette Correa*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Randall Brandt Czajkowski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Azamar Duran</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Dave Feilbach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Feng</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erin Carly Fink</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Dennis Fox*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eileen Marie Freres*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emily Christine Gervasi*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nicholas Giovannetti*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nolan Anthony Glazewski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jonathan Gomez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alex Duke Grams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Thomas Guell*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lukas John Guillian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaiah Tirrell Hall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Mitchell Hansher*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fue Her</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adrian Charles Nelson Icenogle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner Kenneth Irish</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeremiah Lee Johnson*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saeed Aqeel Kadasah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isaac Elliot Kadera*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Kahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eddy Mborotshue Kalongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gracia O’fin Kalongo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew D Kanyer*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timothy John Kaufenberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kamaljeet Kaur*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron James Kielma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yoojoo Kim*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samantha Rose Kohnle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugg Suresh Kolhe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Thomas Krill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brendan Gerald Kwick*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paul James Lamparski</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jake Ross Laurent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Leonard Lindahl</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zehua Liu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Riley William Mahr*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evan Randall Malone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beau Anthony Marshall</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skyler Anthony Mayotte</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sean Michael McCook*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maxwell McCoy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matthew Ryan McFadden*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mathew Beaumont Meintz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell Ross Merz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandria Richelle Miller</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ilija Mladenovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Mo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Montalvo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacob Frederick Moser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tristan Murphey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua J Myszewski*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poljon Nano*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jordan Nielsen*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerardo Nunez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oluwaseun Oghenetega Osyemi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin James Tyler Overeeem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amin Khalili Phakhruddin*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kimberly Thuy Pham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Justin Michael Poirier</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Russell Poole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel David Potrykus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Siming Qian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Osman Syed Mohamed Quadri</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tyler Andrew Quist*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zachary Thomas Radkey-Pechacek*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samuel Norbert Rasmussen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaron Jay Reckinger</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacey Nicole Reiman</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
Baccalaureate Degrees

Eric Ritzel
Kasten King Robinson
Scott Martin Rohlfing
Matthew David William Rohr
Adam Michael Rubin
Janette Betzayra Rueda Gutierrez
Mariah Rose Ryan
Anthony Robert Sadowski
Emilio Raphael Salamone
Emory Joshua Salberg
Ehab Saleh
Trevor Joseph Scaife
Nicholas Sean Scannell
Alexander Lawrence Schauer
Bryndan John Schock
Joseph Micaiah Schorse
Courtney Lyn Schuh
Samantha Robin Schwartz
Joshua Sharkey
Jonathan James Shirley
Kaylee Anne Simon
Brek Steven Simonich
Joseph Euren Skogman
Peter Michael Smith
Tony D’wyane Smith
David Michael Snow
Ryan John Sobocinski
Phillip John Steinberg
Aaron Mark Stewart
Alexander Daniel Stiyer
Michael Aaron Striepling
Trey Sulak
Benjamin John Sveum
Nathan Andrew Swanson
Michael Paul Thompson
Elanna Mariel Tingwald
Andrea Faye Tirsky
Jacob Hall Tretow
Samuel Robert Tyczkowski
Gustave Martin Uttech
Rebecca Marie Van Thiel
Dillon Alexander Villacrez
Alexander Casimir Wabiszewski
Matthew Ryan Watts
Brett Joel Weber
Rexford Weber
Aaron Thomas Wehner
David Anthony Werner
Emmett James Wesolowski
Ryan John Willms
Kyle James Wurster
Khongchee Xiong
Khue Jerry Xiong
Andrew William Yehle
Joseph William Yellick
Andrew William Zendek
Yubin Zheng

COLLEGE OF HEALTH SCIENCES
Dean Timothy Behrens
Bachelor of Science

Khail Abdulkhaliliq K Albaidhani
Ahmed Mohamed Ali
Amjad Almousa
Zahra Alrashid
Alana Ann Arens
Karmjit Kaur Babrah
Saja Murad Badwan
Molly Allison Barwick
Sami Basnet
Jasmyne Christine Jean Benavides
Bo Jamall Blocker
Alison Mackenzie Booher
Michael Paul Bowe
Kathleen Ann Bowers
Rachel Leigh Braun
Vanessa Bravo
Ron C Chitekwe
Micaela Marlo Christensen
Arnold Cisneros
Brock Conrad
Miguel Curiel
Richard Herbert Dettman
Kyle William Duelige
Jessica Lynn Esselman
Jennifer Ann Falandysz
Nicholas David Foti
Erin Marie Fronczak
Elizabeth Christine Goodson
Samantha Day Grasso
Sylvester Gray III
Elizabeth Hallas
Nedra Lavone Hieb
Emma Ruth Howell
Adriana Jimenez
Cherry Jung
Corinne Josephine Keller
Mykayla Marie Kelley-Silva
Brodly John Khoury
Nathaniel Thomas Kolanowski
Bethany Lynn Zenzen
Krattenmaker
Steven Roy Lantz
Sara Marie Leggett
Sydney Alyssa LeRoy
Jessica Ann Marcinkus
Taylor Marie Matuszak
Yahaira Medina
Abby Sue Millard
Nicholas S Miller
Francesca Kate Moore
David Filiberto Murguia
Kayla Mary Neitzke
Sarah Christine Nelson
Alex John Nimmer
Paytan Taylar Noyes
Julie Crescienzi Orlando
Kayla Dawn Paepke
Alyssa Lynn Peschong
Hailey Rose Pink
Tyler Ann Prieger
Breeanna Marie Psaris
Taylor Alyssa Raper
Sean James Reynolds
Diana Sofia Rivera
Katherine Ryan Robinson
Nijah Sharee Robinson
Lupita Janeth Rojo
Bailey Noelle Schamburek
Eric Gregory Scholl
Teagan Eileen Schulz
Jordan Arbuthnot Schumacher
Shannah Rai Schumacher
Ha Young So
Hannah Isobel Statz
Tram Tran
Jesse Ian Truax
Shoua Vang
Evan Henry Vey
Shaun Michael Wettstein
Brittany Williams

SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES
Dean Tomas A. Lipinski
Bachelor of Science in Information Science and Technology

Abijith Ajith
Abdulrahman Yousif A Aljatily
Aaron D. Apel

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

**SCHOOL OF INFORMATION STUDIES**

Emily Rose Bahling*
Stephen Elliott Becker
Alexander Steven Brahm
Samuel Carballo Vazquez*
Kristin Nicole Casalena
Luke William Cattani
Maxwell Louis Charapata
Uma Chhantyal
Justin Christopher Cogswell
Jinhua Cui
Pawel Czajkowski
Raymundo Luis De Los Santos
Kathleen Deboer
Marsurice Jordan DeVan
Mason W Drenski*
Christopher Paul Eckes
Christopher Thomas Evans
Bradley James Foltz*
Daniel Everett Gerhard
Leon Javontee Harmon*
Abigail Bridget Hernandez
Eric D Hilfiger
Perry Houchens
Paul Stanley Janowski*
Ellen Andree Kalk*
David Andrew Klarkowski*
Ishwarya Reddy Korrapolu*
Ting Jonathan Lee*
Longsen Kiatoukaysy Lo
Chamong Lor
Lee Peng Lor
Joshua Matthew Lynch*
Pavan Markandeya Marisetti
Calandra Patrice Marks*
Michael Mastromarino
Andrew Thomas McLaughlin
Luis Angel Nunez-Valadez*
Clayton Cole Olson
Samuel Parnon
Namrata Chirag Patel
Bruce Phillip Payne*
Adrian Perkins
Samita Regmi
Mohammad Faaiz Rehman
Fernando Robelo
David Francisco Ruiz Murillo
John Arthur Rymaszewski
Oakland Samasoni Scanlan
Jacob Eric Simon
Daniel Martin Slawski*
Kyle Edward Smith
Samuel David Smith*
Jason Clark Sonia
Garrett Hunter Spoke*
Frances Virginia Stoor
Andrea M Tadlock
Adeeb Tawjoo
Fethia Haider Teyeb
Chee Thao
Kersten Mary Tofte*
Crispin Torboonsitikorn
Juan Antonio Torres
Jackgle Vang
Andrew Peter Vanissaveth*
Xiong Vue
Daniel Lee Warner
Ryan Thomas Weiss
Zachary Anthony White
Christopher Louis Willie*
Adam Wittig
Charles Lang Xiong
Kue Yang
Daniel Alejandro Zambrano

**COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE**

Dean Scott Gronert
*Bachelor of Arts or Bachelor of Science*

Jacob Paul Adams*
Ashhad Ahmed*
Elizabeth Violet Aldrich
Andrew Alessia
Madeline Ann Allen*
Noor Abdullah Alqushairi
Ahmed Hassan Altalag
Rachel Michelle Altman*
Ahmed Saleh Alzahrani
Megan Ann Ambrosius
Mia An*
Mia Elizabeth Anderson
Kaitlin Charlene Armstrong
Cassidy Summer Arndt-Kelber
Calvin J Thomas Asbury
Sadaf Z Babwari
Alexandria T Banez
Sean Bante
Alexis Rae Barney*
Lauren Therese Bartell
Devin Kelsey Baur
Ryan James Becker
Zachary Ryan Bednarek
Camren Douglas Bento*
Colin Michael Benton
Alexandra Elke Berggren
Devon Marie Bertnick
Jenna M Bickler
Theresa Elizabeth Bird*
Valerie Rose Blamer
Amy Sue Blank
Hannah Rae Blija
Marie-Philip Boisjoli
Delany Ann Bopp
Rebecca Ann Brady
Emma Brandau
Matthew Robert Brandfass
Emily Rose Braun
Maiah Broesch
Rebecca Brown
Tristan Hubert Brown
Xavier Michael Brown
Evan Brunn
Katie Jane Brzozowski
EnDaisha Johnne Burks
Caroline A Bursinger*
Erin Nicole Buss
Bonie Jasmine Bustos
Fabian Ever Caballero
Matthew Cade*
Caitlin Maureen Cain*
Jessica Lynn Calhoun*
Alexis E Camacho-Stedman
Alan Canacasco Rubio
Hernan Cano*
Kyle David Carini
Katherine Carnell*
Andrew Michael Cashman*
Alejandra Cerda Hernandez
Katalina Nkauj Nos Cha
Ajayraj Chawlra*
Benjamin Robert Checots
Baihua Chen
B Create Ari Clary*
Jared Jesse Cohen
Caley Marie Conley
Miranda Lee Coombs
Benjamin Gerald Corson
Brandon Charles Crisp

*Awarded Commencement Honors*
| Kevin Croswhite               | Brandon Lee Griesbach* |
| Kathlene Marie Cullen         | Leah Marie Grygleski   |
| Dazia Lachelle Cummings       | Gloria Cohen Grzybowski |
| Brian David Cutberth          | Paula Catalina Guerrero* |
| Emma Claire Czosnek*          | Chase Samantha Gunderson* |
| Ahmed Akram Dakwar            | Kathleen Shelby Guth    |
| Dominic James Daley*          | Cassidee Brianne Guthrie* |
| Emily Jean Daley*             | Jacqueline Marie Haertel |
| Lauren Elizabeth DeBoer        | Breanna Lynn Hale       |
| Alyssa Louise Decman*         | Nickolaus Phoenix Hall  |
| Akosua Shajee’ah Del-Gado     | Hamzah Ziad Hamdan     |
| Veronica Marie Demore          | Sana Ziad Hamdan*      |
| Marriessa Rose Derenne        | Xiaoyang Han           |
| Aaron M Devine                | Emily Rose Hankins*    |
| Sophia Nicole Donofrio*       | Claire Morgan Hansen   |
| Allyson Taylor Drews          | Jacob Arthur Hanson    |
| Tiara Kaye Duket              | Hannah Elizabeth Harmon |
| Eric Christopher Edwards      | Jordan Marie Harris    |
| Marcus Akhere Egbiki          | Maria Christina Hart   |
| Elizabeth Eisner              | Melissa Sue Hauner     |
| Savannah Rose Elmore*         | Sean Alan Heinritz     |
| Nicholas Anthony Emme         | Alessandra Victoria Herrera |
| Brandon Alexander Emmons      | Elizabeth Herrera      |
| Mason Jeffrey Enz             | Kaitlyn Marie Herzog*  |
| Emily Ann Ernest*             | Ryan Michael Hettermann* |
| Samantha L Erwin*             | Meghan Maryrose Hickey |
| Rebecca Whitney Essling       | Erin E Hietpas*        |
| Arrrianna Leigh Evans         | David Matthew Hodkiewicz |
| Jacob Edward Exline           | Melissa Hoel           |
| Megan Lynn Fay*               | Jessica Davis Hoffmann |
| Stefanie Fendry               | Mitchel Joseph Hoge    |
| Geena Michelle Ferrill        | Carly Jean Holin       |
| Nathanael Joseph First        | Rachel Elizabeth Holm  |
| Tyler Jonathan Flores*        | Alexis Paige Rose Holmes |
| Abbey Nicole Flunker*         | Emma Marleen Horjus    |
| Bridget Leigh Foytk           | Tanya Huaroco Martinez |
| Alison Marie Frede            | Christopher James Hughes |
| Nathan James Galbraith*       | Melissa Anne Hunt      |
| Timothy Allen Ganser          | Markita Samone Hutchinson |
| Anna Kathleen Gardiner        | Aylah Vaughn Hutchison |
| Sharon Nicole Garrison        | Chinenyi Erika Ibekewe |
| Yang Ge                       | Syed Khaja Ibrahimuddin* |
| Taquanda Gilbert              | Victoria Ruth Ignaszak |
| Jamisha Gladney               | Jouda Faraj Jaber      |
| Martina Gobrial*              | Erin Lea Jankowski*    |
| Robert William Gogin          | Mathew Jansen          |
| Carolina Natasja Gonzalez     | Jill Emily Jensen*     |
| Jessica Gordon                | Josie Marie Jewell     |
| Isaiah Joseph Gorski          | Eduardo Andres Jimenez |
| Derek James Grant             | Sijian Jin             |
| Alyse Schroeder Gregorius     | Alicia Johnson         |

*Awarded Commencement Honors
continued

COLLEGE OF LETTERS & SCIENCE

Samuel Martin Malone
Chloe Rose Mann
William Brown Marston
Lori Martello*
Claudia Alexis Martinez
Eric Martinson
Chelsea Lynn Martz
Anthony Milo Masanz
Luke Thomas McArdle
Mark McGarry
Andrew Nicholas McKee
Grant Conrad Merrill*
Dana Messerschmitt
Aaron Anthony Meyer
Jacob Thomas Mikic
Thomas Enrico Minucci
Andrew Christopher Miracle*
Briana Marie Mitchell
Alesha Shanelle Moody
Eddie Morales
Molly Margaret Morgan
Lisa Marie Mowery*
Hanning Mu
Tristan Murphy
Emily Anne Murphy
Thomas Enrico Minucci
Andrew Christopher Miracle*
Briana Marie Mitchell
Alesha Shanelle Moody
Eddie Morales
Molly Margaret Morgan
Lisa Marie Mowery*
Hanning Mu
Tristan Murphry
Emily Anne Murphy
Samuel Douglas Murray*
Tanner Mae Musgrove*
Kenneth Michael Neitzke
Elijah Montel Nicks
Kelly T Ocotl
Alexandra Claire Olsen
Ellen Marie Olszewski*
Cynthia Ortega
Mackenzie A Ostrander
Yelena Ostrerov*
Hailey Jane Paulson
Elias Lee Payne
Emma Catherine Pergolisi*
Malana Rose Perkins
Kyle James Petrovich
Taylor Louis Pilon*
John Barber Pittman
Phillip Oleg Poliakov
Ester Portnoy
Ana Christine Portz
Eliza Marie Priest
Matthew Jonathan Quartel*
Rachel Leigh Radomski*
Joel David Ramirez
Whitney Nicole Ramos
Arslan Rana
Angeline Randall
Emma Jane Rebernick
Elizabeth Ann Reilly*
Anthony Edward Riger
Amanda Rose Robinson
Jabari Diao1o Robinson
Riley Jane Rockford
Olivia Amaris Rockwell*
Janette Rodriguez
Omar Alessandro Rodriguez
Taylor Marie Roekle
Zev Alexander Rowlett
Paige Marie Rudnick
Andrea Monique Ruffier
David Rust
Karl Saffran
Alexis Sanchez
Guadalupe Sanchez
Eman Sarameh*
Alyssa Sarenac*
Ashley Jordan Scharp*
Kaitlyn Ilona Schauer
Samuel Adam Schlosser
Joseph Edward Schmitz
Brant Parker Schneider
Kaylee Marie Schull
Shannah Rai Schumacher
Danielle Elizabeth Schwebe
Megan Ann Schweke
Peri Leora Sem
Idalis Yamilex Serna*
Dante Americo Serrano*
Alexandria Noel Shanklin
Brett Aaron Sheldon
Brittni Chanise Shepard
Jae Won Shin
Andurina Nicole Sickinger
Ian Howard Smith
Roxana Rae Smith
Shantique Shanee Smith-Hayes
Alex James Sorce
Robyn Sperling
Aaron Nhialong Stange
Alysan Brooke Stauffacher*
Robin Adam Steinbrenner
Marisa G Stoeger
Joseph Michael Stoehr
Amanda Louise Straszewski
Audrey Nicole Studer
Amanda Cathleen Stumpf
Yi Lin Su*
Jacob Matthew Suchla
Amin Zakaria Suleiman
William Joseph Sullivan
Kyle C Swartz
Jordan Christopher Sykes
Agnieszka Szeptuch
Emily Juanita Taylor
Camden Clark Thomas*
Tony Andre Thomas
Caitlin Marie Thompson
Joshua Ryan Tomaszewski
Jaime Torres
Joseph Douglas Torrisi
Caige Simo Tubic
Briana Victoria Turner
Ognjen Ubiparipovic
Kristen Nicole Unger
Eric David Van Tubbergen
Charisse Nicole VanSlett
Zachary Charles J Vargo
Carlos Andres Velazquez
Kayla Marie Vine
Samantha Anna Vnuk*
Patrick Matthew Wagner
Elias Wallsten*
Clinton Thomas Walters
Xiuyuan Wang
Claire Marie Wasowski
Tyreone M Watson
Nicholas James Wavra*
Olivia Renea Webb
Callie Weers
Lucie Hanna Wehbe*
Brian Patrick Weiss
Robert David Wellman
Kate Annette Welton
Courtney Anne Westerdahl
Jacob Michael Weyenberg
Deaira Wiley
Dominique Annette Marcela Wilkerson*
Taylor C Willard
Natalie Ann Williams
Toni Aleese Williams
Hannah Rose Witterholt
Mark Joseph Wojta*
Kaitlyn Bohn Wolfe*
Aiden Tyler Woolsey
Egee Xiong
Maisheng Melanie Xiong
Tiffany Mai Xiong*
Cheng Xue
Alexander Fue Yang
Sheng Yang
Kristina Marie Young
Stacy Jean Youngman
Jasmin Jing Yee Yu
Lauren Sinyee Yu*
Kyle Zabjek
Adrian Zambrano
Kylie Zazula*
Megan Lilly Zemple
Veronica Isabelle Zermeno
Kaiwen Zheng
Lindsay Nicole Zimmer
Morgan Leigh Zyniecki

COLLEGE OF NURSING
Dean Kim Litwack
Bachelor of Science

Talia Arlett Acosta
Mary Akande
Emma Elizabeth Andersen
Jireh Grace Daoang Atido
Nisreen Othman Atta
Emily Lauren Baeten
Christopher James Ballman
Courtney L Bande
Dawn Mary Barone
Joshua Allen Behrend*
Jennifer Anne Behrendt
Kathryn Marie Benson
Jessica Marie Berhow
Laxmi Bhattarai
Leah Liza Biler
Elizabeth Shirley Blazek*
Samantha Leigh Bohm*
Kaitlin Marie Boucher*
Lauren Brandt
Anna Bresnahan*
Ryan Urgelle Brown
Hailey Lynn Brzeski
Jonah August Buettner
Jasmina Bunic
Gracie Burt*
Mandy Lynn Buss
Jill Marie Ceren*
Jordan Jade Cernicka
Sarah Anne Cherkinian
Tennille Cheslock
Nicole Marie Close
Marisa Briauana Davis*
Morgan Ann DeBlay
Holly Ann Derenne
Elizabeth Grace Desch
Bikorimana Devota
Emily Morgyn Dominick
Allison Marie Dorlack
Makenna Ann Drifka
Don Leander Driver*
Katie Ebert
Kathleen Mary Engeldinger-Kerwin
Rachel Lynn Engels*
Nicole Ann Evans
Alexis Susan Ferdon
Amber R Fields
Samantha Firari
Kaylee Nicole Fischer*
Danielle Luigiana Flannigan
Savannah Lynnice Frank
McKenzie Ann Freund*
Brian Geniesse
Enedina Lynn Gonzalez
Amanda Goodman
Alissen Christi Guenther
Taylor Christine Hansen
Heather Lynn Henning
Jaime Hertzog
Hanna Jane Hilgendorf*
Tara Bianca Hohlstein
Benjamin Howard Holstine
Samantha Jean Hornak
Ashley Star Hyland
Adaobi Mirian Innocent
Elizabeth Ann Jacobson
Hattie Rae Jonson
Arely Juarez-Guerrero
Jennifer Khamphouy
Elizabeth Komp*
Kaitlin Marie Koziczkowski*
Alyssah Jo Kubby
Samantha Ione Lamb*
Jessica Lynn Lawson
Antoniaia Lee
Kyle Karl Letinger
Samuel Petersen Lemense*
Jacob Matthew Lieungh*
Deborah Lynne Lindell
Lauren Nicole Lofton
Sarah E Lowenberg
Michaela Louise Luedtke*
Kari L Lulloff
Rachel Lee Mallien
Josefine Marquez
Mandi Matus
Rachel Renea McKinster
Elise Michelle Menden*
Jennifer Lynn Miller
Aleena Jo Minarath*
Scott Timothy Moffatt
Laura Morgan
Karen Marie Mosconi
E. Prakash Nair
Rachel Margaret Nelson
Erin Nichols
Kayla Marie Noskowiak
Carol Joy O’Dell
Emily Lucille Olson
Nicole Ammarie Owens
Dawn B. Perry*
Taylor Ann Marie Phillips*
Angeline Ramey
Ana Marcela Ramirez
Emily Margaret Ratzman
Alyssa Caroline Recknagel*
Rebecca Rose Renn*
Nicole Marie Riedel
Jenna Lynn Rogers
Carolina Nicole Romero
Ellen Marie Rossey*
Emily Irene Rowland
William Alex Scherr*
Abigail Patricia Schevikhoven
Jennifer Marie Schlei
Robin Marie Schmidt
Kristin Gloria Schmitt*
Jordan Mark Schneider
Taylor Riley-Anne Schoh
Logan Gary Schwebs
Abigail Rose Shepard*
Anastasia Jeanne Shwaiko
Quinn Moxie Silloway*
Olivia Taylor Smith
Sarah Rose Spears*
Shayna Terese Stelter
Alec Michael Sterling
Molly O’Keefe Stock*
Jon Taushek

*Awarded Commencement Honors
Baccalaureate Degrees

continued

COLLEGE OF NURSING

Cory Haviland Thompson*
Marirose Elizabeth Timmers
Brandi Fae Kimberly Tintes
Jesus Daniel Torres Perea
Alexis Ann Townley*
Samantha Rose Tracy
Juliana Trafton*
Kathleen Lynn Verburgt
Tonya Vike
Caitlin Janet Vogel
Amanda Lynn Wade
Hannah Jane Wahlgren*
Amy Rachel Walia
Madeline Blair Walther*
Amy Marie Ward*
Amanda Warwick
Daniel Stephen Wells*
Valerie Essie Whiyye
Elizabeth Marie Wilckens
Chenedy Jewel Wiles
Julianna Trafton*

HELEN BADER SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WELFARE

Dean Stan Stojkovic
Bachelor of Science

Maya Mazen Abu Ali
Mohamud Isse Ali
Molly Arndt*
Giordano Stefan Bartolutti
Anton William Best*
Dylan Michael Borkovec
Taylor Elizabeth Bovitz
Tonya Kathleen Brice
Jacob Daniel Brown
Daniel Bruder
Jordyn Marie Campbell-Dodd
Kayla Renee Casalena*
Lakethia Maria Coleman
James Fredrick Comeau
Evan Douglas Depledge*
Jane Marie Dillig
Tiffani Jordan Dominelli
Kayondra Duckworth
Samantha Sadoff Flood
Samantha Jane Foster*
Dezsharay Ladria Fowler
Cassandra Lynn Franco
Katelyn Elizabeth Gallun
Sarahi Gonzalez
Quatina Gray
Cassie M Haack
Ebony Hardin
Luke Arthur Henschel
Castel Evad Housen
Rachel Monai Johnson
Kirsten Elizabeth Jones
Alice Rose Jurasovich
Elizabeth Michele Kahler
Bridgette Shea Kannenberg
Erik Allen Kellom
Mallory Anne Kleczyka
Christian Robert Koester
April Marie LaBoy
Chad Wahnhwae Leaman
Hannah Lepper
Caitlin Marie Lorch
Megan N McDermott
Dana Enid Morales
Kelly Munoz*
Orlando Munoz*
Rose Michael Mursual
Nicholas Ryan Niemi*
Kayleigh Karen Novotny
Sava Pjanci
Alayna Sandra Rake
Abigail Erika Ramirez
Alexander Arcadio Ramirez
Josh Kaleb Rosenbloom
Rachel Chantalle Sadowski
Taylor Shager*
Charlesa Marshay Stewart
Carla Maria Suarez
Brandon Andrae Thompson
Je’Tunne Tillis
Mia Alicia Toberman
Hannah Jo Towers
Bethany Vega
April Ozenette Star Walton
Jake Allan Wix
Ashley Mynou Yang*
Cassandra Zosul*

Mitchell Alexander Sewalish
Erin Allysa Shannon
Samantha Lois Shepherd
Brittany Tierra Sherman*
Kayla Fawn Skenandore
Adaisha Smith
Haley Marie Smith
Jason Tyler Smith
Alexander Joseph Sobiech
Dean Douglas Sopric*
Danielle Paige Sopiraz
Blake Mitchell Spofford
Taylor Leigh St. Onge
Hannah Marie Stewart*
Jenni Ann Stueber
Wonkyung Sung*
Camille Marie Suro*
Amy Susan Taylor*
Rebecca Carol Thoms
Hannah Jo Towers
Deshanna Turner-Smith
Elizabeth Michaela Uko
Yeng Vang
Shawna Rae Weber
Kipp Tanner Williams
Austin Joseph Windisch*
Sarah Marie Wong
Madeleine Woodruff
Mariana Holly Wopshel
Riley Nicole Wrenger
Heizel Zhang

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ASSOCIATE’S DEGREES

COLLEGE OF
GENERAL STUDIES
Dean Stephen E. Schmid
Associate of Arts and Science

Leah Jiang-Bo Ackley
Samantha Aldridge
Leslie Almendarez
Hannah Dawn Anderson
Brianna Gabrielle Beilfuss
Austin William Bock
Kayla M Boehm
Cameron Boeshaar
Donald Braatz
Danielle Kathleen Bronk
Samantha Joycelyn Brown
Elizabeth Suzanne Buran
Alexcis Coleman
MaKayla Marie Coleman
Grace Conover
Hannah Elizabeth Dahm
Nathan Dimock
Monique Downing-Elam
Isabella Sefarina Dyba
Tonya F Fendryk
Myron Leon Gill
Zachary Michael Gollinger
Kota Johann Grauden
Colleen Ruth Heck
Miriam Margaret Hills
Melissa Marie Hoffman
Zoe Renee Jans
Elvin Adair Jaramillo
Meghan Ann Jensen
Blake Allen Karsten
Stacy Elizabeth Kirchner
Katrina Grace Klemann
Kelly Marie Klemann
Camryn Klotz
Makenzi Faith Lewis
Johnathan Losniecki*
Nancy Laren Macdonald
Brittany Ruth Malzahn*
Alexis Marie Mataya-Malison
Eric Christian Mecozzi
Zachary Alan Melton*
Nicole Marie Mielke
Thomas Jay Miller
Seth T Ottesen
Timothy James Padjen
Jason Joseph Parish
Makaila Jean Rudolph
Vincent Carmen Salamone
Trent Alexander Sanborn
Stephanie Nicole Schaefer
Matt Steven Schuppie
Dillon Thomas Schwigel
Noah Xavier Solomon*
Cierra N Stessl
Casey Ryan Stoltz
Zachary John Voigt
Lyesha Ward
Aaliyah Marie Watson
Christopher John White
Michael Rodney Wigman
Deborah Leanna Wikramanayake
Morgan Rae Wisth
Amy Elise Zawlocki

*Awarded Commencement Honors
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

A special thank you to the dedicated UWM Volunteers and Staff who made Commencement possible

COMMENCEMENT MARSHALS
Stephen Appel           Catherine Lomis           Betty Warras
Rebecca Arcos-Piedra   Matthew Luba           Elizabeth Wick
Nicole Bungert         Elizabeth Muslin        Gwyn Wallnder, lead marshal
Rachel Carr            Robert Peck
Gabriela Dorantes      Christopher Peters
Maggie Flath           Stefanie Pinnow
John Goodman           Heath Powell
Jennifer Herzog        London Roohr
Michelle Johnson       Jean Salzer
Lynne Jones            Jim Schmidt
Michael Keller         Jessica Schuld
Angela Kowalski        Laura Stark
Mark Krell             Joseph Steinbring
Beth Kucera            Linda Walker

SIGN LANGUAGE INTERPRETERS
Derrick Cainion        Jill Kenehan-Krey

UWM PHYSICAL PLANT SERVICES STAFF
Bjorn Case             Mike Proell              Steve Wilke
Andrew Dummann         Fernando Valdivia
Jonah Molzahn          Benjy Warbelton

UWM POLICE DEPARTMENT
A team of Officers from the UWM Police Department staffed Commencement to ensure a safe and enjoyable event for all. We thank the UWM Police Department for their service.

COMMENCEMENT MANAGEMENT
Kristin Van Housen, Senior Administrative Program Specialist, Secretary of the University’s Office

CHANCELLOR’S STAFF
Helaine Hickson, University Relations & Communications

SECRETARY OF THE UNIVERSITY’S OFFICE VOLUNTEERS
Tammy Howard

ALUMNI RELATIONS VOLUNTEERS
Bonnie Fuggiasco
Abi Jensen
PHOTOGRAPHS
Empire Photography was the official photographer at today’s ceremony.
www.empirephotos.com
608-257-2941
customerservice@empirephotos.com

COMMENCEMENT VIDEO
You may view today’s ceremony online at:
https://uwm.edu/streamingvideo/commencements/

SOCIAL MEDIA
UWM wants you to share your commencement day. Graduates, family, friends and alumni, connect with us on
social media. Tweet us your commencement moments in real time by using the hashtag #uwmgrad. Share your
commencement photos on our timeline facebook.com/uwmilwaukee. View all your tweets and photos at uwm.edu.